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Dieng arrives in Atlanta for possible workout 

Streeter Lecka / Getty Images

By Chris Vivlamore

Louisville center Gorgui Dieng appears to be working out for the Hawks today.

Deng tweeted late Thursday afternoon, from his account@GorguiDieng, that he was "Going to Atlanta." Two hours later, he
tweeted that he "Had a safe flight to Atlanta." He appears to have worked out for the Mavericks after tweeting "Nice weather in
Dallas" prior to his posts about going to Atlanta.

The Hawks do not disclose the players that they have worked out prior to next week's draft.

The 6-foot-11, 230 pound Deng helped Louisville to a national championship as a 23-year-old junior last season. He was
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the Big East Defensive Player of the Year.
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Posted by -sting- at 7:34 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

bingo the target is nigh.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 7:50 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Thanks for the heads up C-Viv.

FTPB:

The fact that Plumlee outplayed Len in 4 out of 5 meetings between Duke and Maryland speaks more to how overrated Len
is than to how good Plumlee is. I would take Nogueira or Dieng over either of them in a heartbeat.

Posted by Steve-W at 8:32 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Peachtree hoops has a list of everybody that's come that they've found out about - including jamaal Franklin 

I'm just not that into stashing euros

And watching splitter in the finals - I know he's not a euro - makes me want to stay away from most overseas players. Most,
not all

Posted by Ms_Dee at 8:32 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks pick at #17 will be Dieng
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Posted by -OBrien- at 8:34 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

I was rooting for the Spurs, but they just didnt have enough to win 2 out of 4 in Miami. And I think Parker tweaking his
hamstring early in the series did not help. And there were a couple coaching decisions from Pop I did not agree with. 

The refs may have made some bad calls along the way, but Lebron is still the best player in the game right now, and at
times, he showed why. Congrats to the Heat. 

But now that the finals are over, CMB can report to work, and we can focus on the draft.

Posted by Steve-W at 8:37 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Is plumlee that bad for a 18 pick? He looks really athletic. I remember Hibbert had bust written all over him at the 16th pick.
Magic or somebody said they'd never seen a more unathletic player - total disaster

He's worked hard, and is now maybe a top 5 C. 

I know plumlee is 23. But you can't teach size. Can't he be 7-0 260 when he's 26, with improved skills? Or am I missing
something

Olynyk they say has short arms, so I understand his ceiling. But a mobile, agile big like plumlee?

Send him to work with Hakeem every summer

Posted by Steve-W at 8:40 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Deing, plumlee, olynyk - ATL could use these guys

Plumlee right now looks more athletic than splitter to me

Deing looks like a close proximity to Larry sanders - I could deal with that

Posted by Steve-W at 8:42 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

I tell you who's got the potential to be the next al Jefferson - Robert carter for tech

If that guy gets it, he can be dominate down low

Posted by Steve-W at 8:47 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Well brons got 2, dwades got 3, Timmy's got 4, Kobe's got 5
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Judging by this playoffs, this might be the last spurs heat finals for awhile, unless both really improve over the summer

Both these teams could use ZaZa, if he's healthy

Posted by -OBrien- at 8:52 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Dwight Howard: "I will sit down with these teams and hear what they have to say, see if their plans and my plans fit and go
with the best option that will help my game expand, and get to where I want to get to. There's nothing one team can say to
sway me away from another team. It's just going to be what's best for me basketball-wise. That's how I'm going to approach
it" 

Read more at http://hoopshype.com/rumors.htm#IYTo2UIqoxK9PH9v.99 

If CP3 stays in LAC, I think Dwight will not be a Hawk. 

Steve, 

Keep working on them plan B's :)

Posted by decatur_g at 8:59 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

ding*ding*ding* (Dieng)

DF has to figure out what to do with the 2nd of the 1st round picks.

Also see Andre' Iguodala is available. Would be a nice addition, but he is probably looking at snagging similar $$$$ as
Smoove. Wouldn't that be a blip..if we tell Josh to pound sand an got Iggy for relatively the same money ?!??!

Posted by Steve-W at 9:03 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

If coach bud made the call to get Leonard, ill trust him until proven otherwise

22 and 11 game 6

19 and 16 game 7

At 21 years old

Posted by Steve-W at 9:04 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse
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OB - unfortunately, looks like we're going to have to...

Posted by -sting- at 9:11 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

leonard did not get overwhelmed by the spotlight, neal and green did. made the difference.

diaw needs a trainer, bad. he could have made a difference but was too much a liability on d is my guess.

Posted by -sting- at 9:16 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

slim and h-s mentioned it, i alluded to it.i'll refresh. two really talented well coached and classy teams playing for all the
marbles . if we get to that pinnacle and it resembles the spurs way then i can be happy. we can't get it the heat way. that was
brokered by dwade and riles a year before it was done. that is tough to do any way you put it. celts getting kg was similar by
two former teammates teaming up at gm level. in the end only one championship which suggests how really hard this is.

anyway much pride for both teams who gave the fans a great show of basketball and no goonery.

Posted by High-sider at 9:25 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

@Just-Joe 

REPOST [FTPB]

Posted by High-sider at 9:22 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013 Edit

"My dislike of the Heat comes from how "The Decision" was handled. Maybe I'll get over that spectacle one day." - Posted by
Just-Joe at 6:39 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013 

Michael Eric Dyson said (to paraphrase) that the media created the "culture," [the] "desire" and [the] spectacle of "What are
you going to do (LeBron)?" but [then] when he (LeBron James) "decided" to make a [televised] public announcement that
he's going to "take his talents to South Beach," he [L. James] received (unjust) scrutiny and criticism from the media and
even from NBA Commissioner, David Stern. He (LeBron James) did raise $2.5mil. for the Boys & Girls Club [of America]
when he made his "Decision." How much money have his (LeBron James') critics donated to the Boys and Girls Club [of
America]? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYhRsGyuorg (2:26 - 3:10)

Posted by Steve-W at 9:28 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

I do think I would trade 17 and 18, Jenkins and Lou for a chance to draft oladipo
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Posted by vava74 at 9:28 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Steve W,

I have great respect for what you post BUT:

"Is plumlee that bad for a 18 pick? He looks really athletic." 

NO, he does not look athletic. He jumps high when already on the move. If you watch that workout video against two 6'7'' and
6'9'' SCRUBS which will go undrafted, you'll see a guy who is unable to rise from a standstill (or posting motion) position.

"I know plumlee is 23. But you can't teach size. Can't he be 7-0 260 when he's 26, with improved skills? Or am I missing
something"

YES, you are missing that his wingspan is sub-par and, as I said above, he supposed athleticism is of a "non-explosive"
type. He is a slow mover, slow riser, slow laterally, ...

"Olynyk they say has short arms, so I understand his ceiling. But a mobile, agile big like plumlee?"

He is NOT THAT MOBILE.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 9:28 a.m. Jun. 21, 2013
Report Abuse

Yea I can say my theory was way off...hats off the the greatest b-ball player, LeBron James!! The dude deserves this win!! I
truly feel bad for Tim Duncan and the Spurs, but I still would not throw Coach Pop under the bus and say he cost the Spurs a
trophy. No matter who could have been on the court at the time Lebron and Ray Allen hit those 3's, Ginobli and Leonard HAD
THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEAL THE DEAL WITH THEIR FREE THROWS!!!! But they couldnt so I will say that those missed
free throws is what cost the game, NOT coach Pop decisions!!
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